Protecting the empire's frontier tells stories of the roughly eighty officers who served in the 18th royal Irish regiment of foot which served British interests in America during the crucial period from 1767 through 1776. The royal Irish was one of the most wide-ranging regiments in America, with companies serving on the Illinois frontier at Fort Pitt and in Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, with some companies taken as far afield as Florida, Spanish Louisiana, and present-day Maine. When the regiment was returned to England in 1776, some of the officers remained in America on staff assignments, others joined provincial regiments, and a few joined the American Revolutionary Army taking up arms against their king and former colleagues. Using a wide range of archival resources previously untapped by scholars, the text goes beyond just these officers' service in the regiment and tells the story of the men who included governors, a college president, land speculators, physicians, and officers in many other British regular and provincial regiments. Included in these ranks were an Irishman who would serve in the U.S. Congress and as an American general at Yorktown, a landed aristocrat who represented Bath as a member of Parliament, and a naval surgeon on the ship transporting Benjamin Franklin to France. This is the history of the American Revolutionary period from a most gripping and everyday perspective. An epilogue covers the royal Irish's history after returning to England and its part in defending against both the Franco-Spanish invasion attempt and the Gordon Riots with an essay on sources and a complete bibliography. This is a treat for professional and amateur historians alike. Swiss-born Colonel Henry Bouquet remains one of the most unappreciated British army officers from the pre-revolutionary war period in North America. The uneasy peace that followed the French and Indian War, Bouquet and his Royal Americans along with chronicle the experiences of a noted peace officer fighting outlaw gangs during Oklahoma's territorial days as cow town marshall in Dodge City, etc. Many extraordinary women traveled west with their army officer husbands between 1865 and 1890 and discovered a world that was completely controlled by the United States army. The army as a public institution colored virtually every aspect of their domestic lives. Army directives, customs, and traditions imposed social obligations on these women, and the world of the frontier army garrison continually challenged their sense of what it meant to be true women. Remarkably, they flourished and established a defined role for themselves that went beyond the conventional definition of true womanhood. The shared values, loyalties, and patriotism within the institutional environment of the frontier garrison transcended gender as distinctly masculine as the army garrison was perceived to be the officers' wives shared with their comrades in arms an unequivocal commitment to the regiment because of their presence, the frontier garrison became a much different place to live as they subtly and slowly changed the very nature of the institution through their efforts to bring some notion of proper society to these rugged circumstances. Unlike most studies which focus only on farm and frontier women, this volume details the experiences of the women who viewed the world from within garrison walls. It is remarkable to us today that Lydia Lane wrote of the Old Army in 1893 she had married a soldier in 1854 and headed out to his post in the wilds of Texas. This is their story as pioneers her husband attached to the U. S. Mounted Rifles of privations she has much to write but she also notes the truth is all army women from the wife...
of the commanding general down to the wife of a second lieutenant are treated with so much courtesy and politeness by army officers that they do not like anything that has the least appearance of a slight or an infringement of their rights they never grow old in a garrison and always receive attentions to which no woman in citizen life is accustomed when no longer young through births deaths and seemingly endless travels to new posts lydia followed her husband to the end of his long life as a soldier she remembers one incident of a death where the burial services were read by lieutenant joseph wheeler later a major general in the confederacy william macleod raine was a small boy when he came to this country in 1881 from london england with his father and brothers they settled in the southwest then a land lawless at times and places jesse james and billy the kid still terrorized the districts in which they lived most of the characters mentioned in this book were alive and vigorously fighting for or against the law while raine was growing up after his graduation from oberlin college in ohio young raine returned to the west and lived there although with frequent excursions to other parts of the world he had been a newspaper reporter an editorial writer a university lecturer and a contributor to magazines for more than sixty years raine was in and of the west he knew personally some of the men whose adventures he tells of in this book and from other of their friends and acquaintances he picked up details and anecdotes even in his fiction raine was noted for the accuracy with which he portrays the spirit and the background of the locale in which his characters move in jackson s sword samuel watson showed how the u s army officer corps played a crucial role in stabilizing the frontiers of a rapidly expanding nation in this sequel volume he chronicles how the corps responsibilities and leadership along the young nation s borders continued to grow in the process he shows officers reflected an increasing commitment to professionalism insulation from partisanship and deference to civilian authority all tempered in the forge of frustrating politically complex operations and diplomacy along the nation s frontiers watson now focuses on the quarter century between the army s reduction in force in 1821 and the mexican war he examines a broad swath of military activity beginning with campaigns against southeastern indians notably the dispossession of the creeks remaining in georgia and alabama from 1825 to 1834 the expropriation of the cherokee between 1836 and 1838 and the second seminole war he also explores peacekeeping on the canadian border which exploded in rebellion against british rule at the end of 1837 prompting british officials to applaud the u s army for calming tensions and demonstrating its government s support for the international state system he then follows the gradual extension of u s sovereignty in the southwest through military operations west of the missouri river and along the louisiana texas border from 1821 to 1838 and through dragoon expeditions onto the central and southern plains between 1834 and 1845 throughout his account watson shows how military professionalism did not develop independent of civilian society nor was it simply a matter of growing expertise in the art of conventional warfare indeed the government trusted career army officers to serve as federal international and interethnic mediators national law enforcers and de facto intercultural and international peacekeepers he also explores officers attitudes toward britain oregon texas and mexico to assess their values and priorities on the eve of the first conventional war the united states had fought in more than three decades watson s detailed study delves deeply into sources that reveal what officers actually thought wrote and did in the frontier and border regions by examining the range of operations over the course of this quarter century he shows that the processes of peacekeeping coercive diplomacy and conquest were intricately and inextricably woven together no one interested in the history of the american west or in women s history should miss this well written carefully researched comprehensive treatment of a subject that previous scholars have largely ignored based on the writings of more than fifty women who accompanied their husbands to remote duty posts in the far west the inclusion of the ninth cavalry and three other african american regiments in the post civil war army was one of the nation s most problematic social experiments the first fifteen years following its organization in 1866 were stained by
mutinies slanderous verbal assaults and sadistic abuses by their officers eventually however a number
of considerate and dedicated officers including major guy henry captain charles parker and lieutenant
matthais day in cooperation with capable noncommissioned officers such as george mason madison
ingoman and moses williams created an elite and well disciplined fighting unit that won the respect of
all but the most racist whites african american officers in liberia tells the story of seventeen african
american officers who trained reorganized and commanded the liberian frontier force from 1910 to
1942 in this west african country founded by freed black american slaves african american officers
performed their duties as instruments of imperialism for a country that was at best ambivalent about
having them serve under arms at home and abroad the united states extended its newfound imperial
reach and policy of dollar diplomacy to liberia a country it considered a u s protectorate brian g
shellum explores u s foreign policy toward liberia and the african american diaspora while detailing the
african american military experience in the first half of the twentieth century shellum brings to life the
story of the african american officers who carried out a dangerous mission in liberia for an american
government that did not treat them as equal citizens in their homeland and he provides recognition for
their critical role in preserving the independence of liberia the story of seventeen african american
officers who trained reorganized and commanded the liberian frontier force to defend liberia between
1910 and 1942 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and
remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references
library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the
world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe
and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant a collection of stories about gunmen
who were hired as law officers to keep the peace and in some cases tame the towns that became out
of control some of the deeds of these men led to their prominence in frontier law enforcement history
there were also extraordinarily brave men who had become obscured by history their stories are here
as well as lesser known stories by old west legends this landmark book shows how much victorian
and edwardian roman archaeologists were influenced by their own experience of empire in their
interpretation of archaeological evidence this distortion of the facts became accepted truth and its
legacy is still felt in archaeology today while tracing the development of these ideas the author also
gives the reader a thorough grounding in the history of roman archaeology itself capturing military
men in contemplation rather than combat sherry smith reveals american army officers views about the
indians against whom they fought in the last half of the nineteenth century she demonstrates that
these officers and their wives did not share a monolithic negative view of their enemies but instead
often developed a great respect for indians and their cultures some officers even came to question
indian policy expressed misgivings about their personal involvement in the indian wars and openly
sympathized with their foe the book reviews the period 1848 1890 from the acquisition of the mexican
cession to the battle of wounded knee and encompasses the entire trans mississippi west resting
primarily on personal documents drawn from a representative sample of the officer corps at all levels
the study seeks to juxtapose the opinions of high ranking officers with those of officers of lesser
prominence who were perhaps less inclined to express personal opinions in official reports no
educated segment of american society had more prolonged contact with indians than did army officers
and their wives yet not until now has such an overview of their attitudes been presented smith s work
Protecting the Empire's Frontier 2014-01-15 protecting the empire s frontier tells stories of the roughly eighty officers who served in the 18th royal irish regiment of foot which served british interests in america during the crucial period from 1767 through 1776 the royal irish was one of the most wide ranging regiments in america with companies serving on the illinois frontier at fort pitt and in boston new york and philadelphia with some companies taken as far afield as florida spanish louisiana and present day maine when the regiment was returned to england in 1776 some of the officers remained in america on staff assignments others joined provincial regiments and a few joined the american revolutionary army taking up arms against their king and former colleagues using a wide range of archival resources previously untapped by scholars the text goes beyond just these officers service in the regiment and tells the story of the men who included governors a college president land speculators physicians and officers in many other british regular and provincial regiments included in these ranks were an irishman who would serve in the u s congress and as an american general at yorktown a landed aristocrat who represented bath as a member of parliament and a naval surgeon on the ship transporting benjamin franklin to france this is the history of the american revolutionary period from a most gripping and everyday perspective an epilogue covers the royal irish s history after returning to england and its part in defending against both the franco spanish invasion attempt and the gordon rioters with an essay on sources and a complete bibliography this is a treat for professional and amateur historians alike

Frontier Officers In Colonial North East India 2009 swiss born colonel henry bouquet remains one of the most unappreciated british army officers from the pre revolutionary war period in north america during the uneasy peace that followed the french and indian war bouquet and his royal americans along wi

Defenders of the Frontier 2007 chronicles the experiences of a noted peace officer fighting outlaw gangs during oklahoma s territorial days as cow town marshall in dodge city etc

Marshal of the Last Frontier 2012-09-01 many extraordinary women traveled west with their army officer husbands between 1865 and 1890 and discovered a world that was completely controlled by the united states army the army as a public institution colored virtually every aspect of their domestic lives army directives customs and traditions imposed social obligations on these women and the world of the frontier army garrison continually challenged their sense of what it meant to be true women remarkably they flourished and established a defined role for themselves that went beyond the conventional definition of true womanhood the shared values loyalties and patriotism within the institutional environment of the frontier garrison transcended gender as distinctly masculine as the army garrison was perceived to be the officers wives shared with their comrades in arms an unequivocal commitment to the regiment because of their presence the frontier garrison became a much different place to live as they subtly and slowly changed the very nature of the institution through their efforts to bring some notion of proper society to these rugged circumstances unlike most studies which focus only on farm and frontier women this volume details the experiences of the women who viewed the world from within garrison walls

Marshal of the Last Frontier 1949 it is remarkable to us today that lydia lane wrote of the old army in 1893 she had married a soldier in 1854 and headed out to his post in the wilds of texas this is their story as pioneers her husband attached to the u s mounted rifles of privations she has much to write but she also notes the truth is all army women from the wife of the commanding general down to the wife of a second lieutenant are treated with so much courtesy and politeness by army officers that they do not like anything that has the least appearance of a slight or an infringement of their rights they never grow old in a garrison and always receive attentions to which no woman in citizen life is
accustomed when no longer young through births deaths and seemingly endless travels to new posts
lydia followed her husband to the end of his long life as a soldier she remembers one incident of a
death where the burial services were read by lieutenant joseph wheeler later a major general in the
confederacy
Members of the Regiment 2000-04-30 william macleod raine was a small boy when he came to this
country in 1881 from london england with his father and brothers they settled in the southwest then a
land lawless at times and places jesse james and billy the kid still terrorized the districts in which they
lived most of the characters mentioned in this book were alive and vigorously fighting for or against the
law while raine was growing up after his graduation from oberlin college in ohio young raine returned
to the west and lived there although with frequent excursions to other parts of the world he had been a
newspaper reporter an editorial writer a university lecturer and a contributor to magazines for more
than sixty years raine was in and of the west he knew personally some of the men whose adventures
he tells of in this book and from other of their friends and acquaintances he picked up details and
anecdotes even in his fiction raine was noted for the accuracy with which he portrays the spirit and the
background of the locale in which his characters move
A Frontier Officer: Stories of a Wandering Family (Expanded, Annotated) 2016-11-25 in jackson s
sword samuel watson showed how the u s army officer corps played a crucial role in stabilizing the
frontiers of a rapidly expanding nation in this sequel volume he chronicles how the corps
responsibilities and leadership along the young nation s borders continued to grow in the process he
shows officers reflected an increasing commitment to professionalism insulation from partisanship and
deferece to civilian authority all tempered in the forge of frustrating politically complex operations and
diplomacy along the nation s frontiers watson now focuses on the quarter century between the army s
reduction in force in 1821 and the mexican war he examines a broad swath of military activity
beginning with campaigns against southeastern indians notably the dispossession of the creeks
remaining in georgia and alabama from 1825 to 1834 the expropriation of the cherokee between 1836
and 1838 and the second seminole war he also explores peacekeeping on the canadian border which
exploded in rebellion against british rule at the end of 1837 prompting british officials to applaud the u
s army for calming tensions and demonstrating its government s support for the international state
system he then follows the gradual extension of u s sovereignty in the southwest through military
operations west of the missouri river and along the louisiana texas border from 1821 to 1838 and
through dragoon expeditions onto the central and southern plains between 1834 and 1845 throughout
his account watson shows how military professionalism did not develop independent of civilian society
nor was it simply a matter of growing expertise in the art of conventional warfare indeed the
government trusted career army officers to serve as federal international and interethnic mediators
national law enforcers and de facto intercultural and international peacekeepers he also explores
officers attitudes toward britain oregon texas and mexico to assess their values and priorities on the
eve of the first conventional war the united states had fought in more than three decades watson s
detailed study delves deeply into sources that reveal what officers actually thought wrote and did in
the frontier and border regions by examining the range of operations over the course of this quarter
century he shows that the processes of peacekeeping coercive diplomacy and conquest were
intricately and inextricably woven together
.45-Caliber Law 2018-12-05 no one interested in the history of the american west or in women s
history should miss this well written carefully researched comprehensive treatment of a subject that
previous scholars have largely ignored based on the writings of more than fifty women who
accompanied their husbands to remote duty posts in the far west
Reminiscences of a Frontier Armed & Mounted Police Officer in South Africa 1866 the inclusion of the
ninth cavalry and three other african american regiments in the post civil war army was one of the
nation s most problematic social experiments the first fifteen years following its organization in 1866
were stained by mutinies slanderous verbal assaults and sadistic abuses by their officers eventually however a number of considerate and dedicated officers including major guy henry captain charles parker and lieutenant matthais day in cooperation with capable noncommissioned officers such as george mason madison ingoman and moses williams created an elite and well disciplined fighting unit that won the respect of all but the most racist whites

Marshals of the Last Frontier 1949 african american officers in liberia tells the story of seventeen african american officers who trained reorganized and commanded the liberian frontier force from 1910 to 1942 in this west african country founded by freed black american slaves african american officers performed their duties as instruments of imperialism for a country that was at best ambivalent about having them serve under arms at home and abroad the united states extended its newfound imperial reach and policy of dollar diplomacy to liberia a country it considered a u s protectorate brian g shellum explores u s foreign policy toward liberia and the african american diaspora while detailing the african american military experience in the first half of the twentieth century shellum brings to life the story of the african american officers who carried out a dangerous mission in liberia for an american government that did not treat them as equal citizens in their homeland and he provides recognition for their critical role in preserving the independence of liberia

The Frontier Scouts 1985 the story of seventeen african american officers who trained reorganized and commanded the liberian frontier force to defend liberia between 1910 and 1942

Reminiscences of a Frontier Armed and Mounted Police Officer in South Africa 1884 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Peacekeepers and Conquerors 2013-04-23 a collection of stories about gunmen who were hired as law officers to keep the peace and in some cases tame the towns that became out of control some of the deeds of these men led to their prominence in frontier law enforcement history there were also extraordinarily brave men who had become obscured by history their stories are here as well as lesser known stories by old west legends

Indian Frontier Policy 1897 this landmark book shows how much victorian and edwardian roman archaeologists were influenced by their own experience of empire in their interpretation of archaeological evidence this distortion of the facts became accepted truth and its legacy is still felt in archaeology today while tracing the development of these ideas the author also gives the reader a thorough grounding in the history of roman archaeology itself

The Chronicle and Directory for China, Japan & the Philippines for ... 1869 capturing military men in contemplation rather than combat sherry smith reveals american army officers views about the indians against whom they fought in the last half of the nineteenth century she demonstrates that these officers and their wives did not share a monolithic negative view of their enemies but instead often developed a great respect for indians and their cultures some officers even came to question indian policy expressed misgivings about their personal involvement in the indian wars and openly sympathized with their foe the book reviews the period 1848 1890 from the acquisition of the mexican cession to the battle of wounded knee and encompasses the entire trans mississippi west resting
primarily on personal documents drawn from a representative sample of the officer corps at all levels
the study seeks to juxtapose the opinions of high ranking officers with those of officers of lesser
prominence who were perhaps less inclined to express personal opinions in official reports no
educated segment of american society had more prolonged contact with indians than did army officers
and their wives yet not until now has such an overview of their attitudes been presented smith s work
demolishes the stereotype of the indian hating officer and broadens our understanding of the role of
the army in the american west
The Directory and Chronicle for China, Japan, Corea, Indo-China, Straits Settlements, Malay States,
Siam, Netherlands India, Borneo, the Philippines, and Etc 1873
Army Wives on the American Frontier 1996
The Directory & Chronicle for China, Japan, Corea, Indo-China, Straits Settlements, Malay States,
Sian, Netherlands India, Borneo, the Philippines, &c 1882
Marshal of the Last Frontier 1678
The Military Duties of the Officers of Cavalry 2014-08-04
Buffalo Soldiers and Officers of the Ninth Cavalry, 1867–1898 1823
Official Letters of the Military and Naval Officers of the United States, During the War with Great
Britain in the Years 1812, 13, 14, & 15 1823
Official Letters of the Military and Naval officers of the United States, during the War with Great Britain
in the years 1812, 13, 14, & 15. With some additional letters and documents elucidating the history of
that period. Collected and arranged by J. Brannan 2018-08
African American Officers in Liberia 2018-08-01
African American Officers in Liberia 1868
Nine Years on the North-west Frontier of India from 1854 to 1863 1940
The Burma Police Journal 1986
Officers’ Call 1897
The National Review 2015-08-22
Reminiscences of a Frontier Armed & Mounted Police Officer in South Africa 2012-02-01
Keeping the Peace 2013-04-15
Roman Officers and English Gentlemen 1872
Report 1991-02-01
The View from Officers’ Row 1944
The Code for Classifying Naval Officers’ Qualifications 1896
Treaties, &c., Between Great Britain and China 1993
Roman Officers and Frontiers 1897
Medals and Decorations of the British Army and Navy 1878
The illustrated history of the British empire in India and the East ... to the suppression of the
Sepoy mutiny in 1859. With a continuation [by another author] to the end of 1878 1968
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